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Influence of focusing on transient SRS self-seed by SPM of 0.3 ps laser

pulses in a BaWO4 crystal
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The effect of focusing, taking into account self-focusing, on the interference of SRS (stimulated Raman scattering)
and self-phase modulation in a 8mm BaWO4 crystal pumped by laser pulses with a duration of 0.3 ps and a

wavelength of 515 nm is experimentally studied. The maximum efficiency of SRS conversion (∼ 23%) to the

Stokes component of the ν1 = 925 cm−1 strongest mode is obtained with a lens with a focal length of 40mm at the

linear focus shift towards the rear facet of the crystal. The increase in efficiency, when the linear focus is shifted to

the rear facet, is associated with an increase in the distance between the linear and nonlinear foci, which results in

an increase in the effective length of the nonlinear interaction.
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Introduction

Laser emission conversion by nonlinear optics methods is

widely used for obtaining the required (for a specific task)

spectral radiation characteristics that are unavailable directly

from laser sources. Multiple nonlinear optics methods

are used: parametric conversion in quadratic nonlinear

crystals [1], stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) [2], self-

phase modulation (SPM) [3] and other. Constructive

interference of SPM and SRS effects was found earlier

in BaWO4 (BWO) crystal during pumping with 0.3 ps

515 nm [4,5] laser pulses. Such interaction of two nonlinear

effects allowed to achieve SRS stokes component generation

efficiency which is unusually high for subpicosecond laser

pulses in a simple single-pass optical configuration: up to

∼ 20% on mode ν1 = 925 cm−1 [4] and up to ∼ 35% on

mode ν2 = 330 cm−1 [5]. Unusually high efficiency was

achieved due to the fact that SPM effect formed seed

emission for SRS offset to the appropriate Raman scattering

mode frequency of BWO crystal and SRS effect enhanced

these components.

SRS studies [4,5] and the relevant investigations of Kerr

nonlinearity response of BWO crystal [6,7] were performed

in the same optical configuration with 35−40mm lens

focusing. However, the interaction geometry influence

defined both by the focusing numerical aperture and linear

focus position inside the crystal focus position has not been

investigated before. Therefore the purpose of the study was

to determine the SRS conversion efficiency with SPM self-

seed in BWO crystal with laser beam focusing parameter

variation.

Experimental setup

Experiments for the investigation of SRS conversion

efficiency of femtosecond laser pulses in BWO crystal were

performed in the Center of Laser and Nonlinear Optical

Technology (LPI). A 8mm long crystal sample. was grown

by Czochralski method from melt in air in the Institute

of General Physics of the Russian Academy of Sciences

(Department of Laser Materials and Photonics). The optical

scheme of the experiment is shown in Figure 1. For crystal

pumping, Satsuma (Amplitude Systemes) ytterbium ion

based second harmonics optical fiber laser emission was

used. Laser emission parameters are as follows: central

wavelength 515 nm, pulse width 300 fs, pulse energy up to

3.1µJ, pulse repetition rate 1 kHz, beam diameter 1.7mm

(at level 1/e2). To vary the focusing numerical aperture,

40mm and 90mm lens and 20mm lens system were used.

It should be noted that the lens system introduced additional

reflection loss (20%) compared with the lens, therefore

the maximum energy of the laser pulse incident on the

crystal in the experiments using the lens system was not

higher than 2.5µJ. A 90mm lens was places behind the

crystal to transfer the image of the rear crystal face onto

ASP-150 FT spectrometer entrance slit (spectral resolution
0.3 nm, Avesta Project Ltd). Optical c-axis of the crystal

was perpendicular to the radiation polarization. To vary the

linear focus position inside the crystal, the latter was secured
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Laser:
300 fs; 515 nm

up to 3.1 µJ; 1 kHz
f = 20 mm
f = 40 mm
f = 90 mm

Lens Lens
BWO 8 mm

z, mm 0+4 –4

Spectrometer

E ⊥ c

Figure 1. Optical scheme of the experiment. The z axis points out the linear focus position inside the crystal.
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Figure 2. (a) Spectra of the emission passing through BWO crystal with maximum SRS component generation efficiency 925 cm−1 at

z = 0mm and various focusing lengths: f = 20, 40 and 90mm. (b) SRS component generation efficiency ν1 = 925 cm−1 of BWO crystal

depending on the pulse energy at f = 20, 40 and 90mm.

on a moving platform driven by a stepper motor. Linear

focus position inside the crystal is determined on the z axis

and measured in millimeters (Figure 1); z = 0 corresponds

to the focus position in the crystal center, negative z values

correspond to the linear focus displacement towards the rear

face.

Focusing length influence

Figure 2 shows the examples of emission spectra and

SRS generation efficiency of the strongest SRS mode of

BWO crystal (ν1 = 925 cm−1) depending on the laser pulse

energy for various focusing length at z = 0mm. Conversion

efficiency was defined in the same way as in [4]: as SRS

component outline area vs. full spectrum area of the

passing laser pulse. Energy measurement errors correspond

to the laser system stability and are calculated as rms

deviation of laser pulse energy at the laser system output.

The efficiency measurement error is associated with the

measurement accuracy of amplitudes and SRS component

position boundaries. It should be noted that the ratios of

Rayleigh length (2πnω2
o/λ, where ω0 is the beam radius

in the waist by level 1/e2, n is the BWO refraction index,

λ is the wavelength) to the crystal length at 20, 40 and

90mm focal distances were equal to 0.02, 0.08 and 0.41,

respectively. Thus, as in [4–7], the crystal length with all

focuses did not limited the most intense portion of the beam

(waist) corresponding to the efficient nonlinear interaction

length.

With
”
soft“ focusing ( f = 90mm), generation efficiency

was ∼ 1%. For focusing with 40mm lens, the highest

conversion efficiency (10%) was achieved. For focusing

with 20mm lens system, the efficiency reached 5% with

energy 2.5µJ, while no efficiency drop was observed with

energy increase. Therefore, conversion efficiency could be

probably higher with focusing f = 20mm, but the used

laser system did not allow to implement the mode with

higher energy.

Focus position influence

In [4], SRS generation efficiency of mode ν1 achieved

20% with focusing using a 35mm lens, which is two

times higher than the efficiency achieved by us at z = 0.

Due to the proximity of focal distances in the used lens,

this difference may be attributed to another factor, for

example, to the linear focus position inside the sample,

which was not specified in [4]. In order to study the

influence of this factor, dependence of SRS generation

efficiency on the linear focus position inside the crystal
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Figure 3. Dependence of the strongest SRS mode amplitude on

the linear focus position inside the crystal. Dashes — calculation

of conversion efficiency depending on the linear focus position

taking into account varying filament length.
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Figure 4. Dependence of generation efficiency of mode 925 cm−1

for two positions (z = 0mm and z = −1.8mm) on the laser pulse

energy.

was measured. By displacing the crystal along the focused

beam from the initial position (z = 0) at the pulse energy

of 2.6µJ (maximum generation efficiency with 40mm lens

focusing), the strongest SRS mode amplitude was measured

by a spectrometer depending on the linear focus position

(Figure 3). In positions marked by
”
lightning“, plasma

plume occurred indicating the damage of the front or rear

crystal face.

When the linear focus moved from the crystal center to

its front face, SRS line amplitude was reduced, and when

the linear focus moved to the rear face, the maximum

was achieved at z ≈ −1.8mm, and when the focus moved

further to the rear crystal face, sharp decrease of SRS mode

amplitude was observed.

Dependences of the conversion efficiency on the laser

pulse energy for two positions (linear focus in the crystal

center (z = 0) and in the position of the maximum

amplitude of the strongest SRS mode (z = −1.8mm)) are

shown in Figure 4. The maximum generation efficiency of

SRS component SRS component with a shift of 925 cm−1

was equal to 23%, which correlates with the results in [4]. It

should be noted that the linear focus position shift resulted

in the change in the best laser pulse energy at which the

maximum SRS conversion efficiency is achieved. Thus, in

case of shift from z = 0mm to z = −1.8mm, optimum

energy of laser pulse increased from 2.6 µJ to 2.8µJ.

Analysis and discussion of findings

The obtained experimental data cannot be explained in

the approximation where the interaction region is defined

only by the geometric optics. In case of linear propagation

of the laser pulse in the crystal (only beam size variations

due to the lens focusing are taken into account), the highest

SRS conversion efficiency is achieved at z = 0mm. Since

the ratio of Rayleigh length to the crystal length is 0.08

by focusing with 40mm lens, when the linear focus is

shfited by 1.8mm towards the rear face, the efficiency shall

decrease negligibly (by ∼ 3%). Thus, when addressing the

constructive interference of SRS and SPM in BWO crystal,

self-focusing effect shall be also taken into account.

Critical self-focusing power Pcr of the laser pulse is

calculated using expression [8]

Pcr = 3.77λ2/(8πn0n2), (1)

where n0, n2 are the linear and nonlinear refraction indices.

For BWO crystal, n0(515 nm) = 1.85 [9]. Nonlinear refrac-
tion index of BWO is n2 = 6.4 · 10−15 cm−2W, however, its

Kerr nonlinearity is noninstantaneous with a decay time

of 0.35 ps compared with the laser pulse length [6,7].
Therefore, to address the self-focusing effect, we used

effective nonlinear refraction index n2 = 1.7 · 10−15 cm−2W

measured using Z-scan technique [10], i.e. the technique

based on the change in the spatial shape of the beam due

to self-focusing, when the response time is not taken into

account.

Using expression (1), we found that the critical self-

focusing power for our conditions was Pcr = 0.13MW,

which corresponds to laser pulse energy E = 40 nJ. There-

fore, efficient SRS component generation with 925 cm−1

shift is accomplished using a laser pulse power which is

much higher than the critical power, and the self-focusing

effect has a considerable impact on the interaction geometry.

For a collimated beam, the nonlinear focus position is
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Figure 5. Calculated filament length from the linear focus

position inside a 8mm long BWO crystal with laser pulse energy

2.6 µJ.
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determined using Marburger semiempirical formula [11]:

z s f =
0.367ka2

√

(
√

P/Pcr − 0.852)2 − 0.0219
,

where k is the wave number, a is the beam radius at

level 1/e, P is the peak emission power, Pcr is the critical

self-focusing power. When there is additional focusing with

a lens with focal distance f , the distance to nonlinear

focus z fil is calculated using the following equation

1

z fil

=
1

z s f
+

1

f
. (2)

It should be noted that self-focusing only occurs in

BWO sample, since the critical self-focusing power in air

(Pcr(air) ∼ 109 W [12] corresponds to laser pulse energy

of 0.4mJ) is considerably higher than pulse energy/power

in our experiment. Therefore in our case, f in equation (2)
corresponds to the equivalent focal distance of the lens on

the front crystal face.

Linear focus displacement from the front to rear crystal

face results in the increase in nonlinear phase shift and, thus,

to an earlier beam collapse (filament start). According to the

moving focuses model, the filament end is determined by

the linear focus because the nonlinear focus corresponds

to the convergence of the central beam portion (the most

intense portion) with nonlinear focuses of less intense beam

portions located between the nonlinear focus and linear

focus. In this case, the filament length may be assessed as a

difference of distances from the linear to nonlinear focuses,

Lef = F − z fil. The curve of filament length vs. linear focus

position at pulse energy of 2.6µJ is shown in Figure 5.

With constant laser pulse energy and unchanged lens, the

emission intensity inside the filament may be assumed as

constant (
”
intensity clamping“ effect) [13]. With linear focus

displacement, the filament length increases, i.e. the nonlin-

ear interaction length increases. Taking into account the

exponential growth of SRS component radiation intensity in

transient SRS regime [14]

IS(L) = IS(0) exp(
√

8gI ptpLeff/T2),

where Is(0) and Is(L) are the SRS emission intensities

at the SRS medium entrance and exit, g is the SRS

amplification coefficient, I p is the pumping intensity, tp is

a pulse duration, T2 is a dephasing time of the medium,

Leff is the efficient SRS interaction length, calculation of

SRS conversion from the linear focus position has shown

good correlation with the experiment for z ≥ −1.8mm.

However, with further shift of the linear focus towards

the rear face (z < −1.8mm), the experiment showed sharp

decrease of the stokes component amplitude, which is not

explained in the presented model. This efficiency drop

may be attributed to: 1) mismatching of group velocities

of SRS pulses and pumping equal to 50 fs/mm for our

conditions, 2) damage of the rear crystal face without

bright plasma plume, 3) retaining the intense radiation

portion behind the linear focus of the laser beam (post-
filamentation channel [14]), which may contribute to the

SRS amplification, but in case of linear focus displacement

towards the rear crystal face, the post-filamentation channel

can be limited by the crystal dimensions.

Conclusion

Effect of constructive interference of SRS and SPM

effects of 0.3 ps 515-nm laser pulses in BWO crystal was

experimentally studied with varying focusing conditions.

With
”
soft“ focusing ( f = 90mm), generation efficiency of

SRS peak ν1 = 925 cm−1 was ∼ 1%. With harder focusing

( f = 40 and 20mm) and other conditions being equal, the

generation efficiency of this peak achieved 10% and 5%,

respectively.

It has been found that, when the linear pumping emission

focus moved from the front to rear face of BWO crystal,

exponential growth of SRS peak amplitude ν1 is observed.

Maximum conversion efficiency achieved 23%, when the

linear focus was displaced from the center by ∼ 2mm to

the rear face of 8-mm crystal specimen. However, with

further displacement of the linear focus to the rear face (at a
distance less than 2mm from the face), the peak amplitude

decreased dramatically.

The assessments have shown that the exponential growth

was due to the presence of nonlinear (self-)focusing. Linear
focus displacement to the rear crystal face results in addi-

tional nonlinear phase shift and, accordingly, in the increase

in the distance between the linear and nonlinear focuses

(filament length increase). Consequently, effective length

of the nonlinear interaction (SRS amplification length)
increases and the SRS peak amplitude grows exponentially.

When the linear focus approached the rear face at a distance

less than 2mm, sharp drop of the SRS conversion efficiency

was observed. Various effects that may be associated with

this were suggested.
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